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ABSTRACT

The applicability of three different cyclone detection and tracking schemes is investigated with reanalysis

datasets. First, cyclone climatologies and cyclone characteristics of the 40-yr ECMWF Re-Analysis (ERA-

40) are compared with the NCEP–NCAR dataset using one method. ERA-40 shows systematically more

cyclones, and therefore a higher cyclone center density, than the NCEP–NCAR reanalysis dataset. Geo-

strophically adjusted geopotential height gradients around cyclone centers, a measure of cyclone intensity,

are enhanced in ERA-40 compared with the NCEP–NCAR reanalysis dataset. The variability of the

number of cyclones per season is significantly correlated between the two reanalysis datasets, but time series

of the extreme cyclone intensity exhibit a higher correlation. This suggests that the cyclone intensity is a

more robust measure of variability than the number of cyclones. Second, three cyclone detection and

tracking schemes are compared, based on the ERA-40 dataset. In general the schemes show a good

correspondence. The approaches differ in technical aspects associated with the cyclone identification and

the tracking procedure, leading to deviations in cyclone track length. However, it is often not clear which

scheme is correct or incorrect. With the application of lifetime thresholds, some of the cyclone tracks are

too short to be included in statistical measures of cyclones. Nevertheless, consequences of these differences

in mean cyclone characteristics are minor, but for specific research questions—for example, what is the

cyclone activity in the Mediterranean in winter—the users should be aware of these potential differences

and adjust their scheme if necessary. A trend analysis of cyclone characteristics shows that results appear

to be sensitive to both the choice of cyclone detection and tracking schemes and the reanalysis dataset.
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1. Introduction

In the midlatitudes, the variability of weather and

climate on a day-to-day basis is related to traveling

high- and low-pressure systems. Lows or cyclones are a

major source of natural hazards. For example, the se-

ries of storms Daria, Vivian, and Wiebke in January–

February 1990, which intensified over Scandinavia, led

to widespread wind damage in western Europe and re-

lated losses in human lives. They caused damages of

more than 10 billion U.S. dollars (Goyette et al. 2001).

Such intense events have also led to a growing interest

in storms and their variability by insurance companies

over the last years (Mailier et al. 2006).

Going back to the late nineteenth century, first stud-

ies (Köppen 1881; Van Bebber 1891) recognized the

key role of cyclones in synoptic-scale variability. They

manually characterized cyclones by their tracks (a

Lagrangian measure) and their spatial variability (an

Eulerian measure).

One Eulerian measure is the so-called dynamic storm

track, which is defined as a region of enhanced standard

deviation of the bandpass filtered 500-hPa geopotential

height (Blackmon 1976; Wallace et al. 1988; Lau 1988).

Because of the time filtering of 2.5–6 days, the storm

track is restricted to the characteristic time scale of syn-

optic cyclones; however, a considerable amount of syn-

optic-scale variability within this frequency band is not

related to cyclones but to large-scale waves and high-

pressure systems.

Besides this Eulerian view, Lagrangian techniques

were developed (Murray and Simmonds 1991a; Sim-

monds et al. 2003; Ueno 1993; König et al. 1993; Hodges

1994; Hodges et al. 2003; Sinclair 1994, 1997; Blender et

al. 1997; Gulev et al. 2001; Zolina and Gulev 2002;

Wernli and Schwierz 2006). These techniques basically

consist of two steps: cyclone detection and cyclone

tracking. Some methods define lows as minima in sur-

face pressure or geopotential height (Blender et al.

1997; Gulev et al. 2001; Wernli and Schwierz 2006)

whereas other methods use the vorticity fields (e.g.,

Sinclair 1994). Murray and Simmonds (1991a) used

maxima in vorticity or the Laplacian of sea level pres-

sure/geopotential height as starting point and searched

for a nearby pressure minimum. König et al. (1993) and

Hodges (1994) applied a combination of sea level pres-

sure minima and vorticity maxima. However, not only

do the detection techniques differ from scheme to

scheme but the tracking methods do also. Ueno (1993),

König et al. (1993), Sinclair (1994), and Blender et al.

(1997) used a next-neighbor search. A prediction and

matching approach has been used by Murray and Sim-

monds (1991a) and Wernli and Schwierz (2006). A

three-dimensional variational method has been devel-

oped by Hodges (1994) and Hodges et al. (2003). These

differences in detection and tracking can affect the sta-

tistics of cyclone characteristics. For instance, Sinclair

(1995) showed that cyclone tracks identified with a

pressure minima approach appear at higher latitudes

than those estimated by a vorticity-based method.

The techniques have been applied to general circu-

lation model (GCM) output. For example, Murray and

Simmonds (1991a) and König et al. (1993) investigated

GCM output and compared it with reanalysis data.

Raible and Blender (2004) applied the method of

Blender et al. (1997) to simulated data and found that

cyclone tracks and their corresponding variability are a

sensitive measure to detect discrepancies between

simulations with different ocean representations. Other

studies have presented the role of cyclone-related vari-

ability on the generation of decadal variations of circu-

lation patterns (Raible et al. 2004; Luksch et al. 2005).

In climate change scenario simulations Schubert et al.

(1998) found a northward shift of cyclone tracks in a

warmer climate state. Leckebusch and Ulbrich (2004)

confirmed this result and additionally investigated the

intensity of cyclones. They found that North Atlantic

cyclones intensify in projections of future climate com-

pared with a control simulation for present day condi-

tions, whereas no significant cyclone intensity changes

were found in other studies (Kharin and Zwiers 2000,

2005). Cyclone characteristics have also been analyzed

for a distinct past climate state, the Maunder Minimum,

which was a prolonged cold period from 1640 to 1715

(Raible et al. 2007). For this period, cyclone center den-

sity shifts southward at the end of the midlatitude cy-

clone track compared with the recent climate. Cyclone

intensity was possibly higher in the Maunder Minimum

versus today, which is supported by proxy evidence

(Björck and Clemmensen 2004; De Jong et al. 2006).

An obvious reason for these differences lies in the use

of different GCMs, but it is also possible that the results

could be influenced by the applied detection and track-

ing methods, which differ substantially.

Besides the GCM studies, authors applied their

methods to reanalyses to investigate changes within the

observational period. For example, Sickmöller et al.

(2000) analyzed the trends in cyclones, utilizing the

data from the 15-yr European Centre for Medium-

Range Weather Forecasts (ECMWF) Re-Analysis

(ERA-15). Hodges et al. (2003) showed that the fre-

quency and the intensity of cyclones differ between

ERA-15 and the National Centers for Environmental

Prediction–National Center for Atmospheric Research
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(NCEP–NCAR) reanalysis. This finding is confirmed

by Hanson et al. (2004) who focused on comparing

North Atlantic cyclones using the two datasets. Re-

cently, Wang et al. (2006) compared cyclone character-

istics and trends in ERA-40 and the NCEP–NCAR re-

analysis, identifying an increasing trend in cyclone ac-

tivity over northern Europe and a significant decreasing

trend over the midlatitude North Atlantic. They ex-

plain this change by a northward shift of the cyclone

track, in agreement with a study by Trigo (2006). This

trend behavior in the North Atlantic was also found by

Gulev et al. (2001), who identified a strong positive

trend of cyclone intensity in the Pacific. This is again

confirmed by Simmonds and Keay (2002) and Raible

(2007); however, both studies did not find any signifi-

cant trend in the North Atlantic cyclone intensity,

which is in contrast to Gulev et al. (2001). Note that

Gulev et al. (2001) and Simmonds and Keay (2002) use

the NCEP–NCAR reanalysis whereas Raible (2007)

applied their scheme to the ERA-40 dataset.

Clearly, cyclone tracks and the frequency and inten-

sity of cyclones depend not only on the dataset but also

on the detection and tracking algorithms used. There-

fore, the purpose of this study is twofold. First, the

NCEP–NCAR reanalysis dataset is compared to ERA-

40 reanalysis, employing one specific cyclone detection

and tracking method. We explore seasonal changes and

trends in different cyclone characteristics to comple-

ment and provide additional information to a series

of previous studies (Hodges et al. 2003; Trigo 2006;

Wang et al. 2006). The main goal of this section is to

provide an estimate of uncertainty due to different re-

analyses for the period 1961–90. The second part of the

study determines the uncertainty associated with differ-

ent cyclone detection and tracking algorithms. There-

fore, three methods (Blender et al. 1997; Murray and

Simmonds 1991a; Wernli and Schwierz 2006) are ap-

plied to the ERA-40 dataset and compared with each

other. In particular, cyclone tracks are individually

compared with a method of Blender and Schubert

(2000). The focus is on cyclones with a lifetime of at

least 72 h, which is a particular subcategory of extra-

tropical cyclones, that is, on average rather strong cy-

clones.

The paper is outlined as follows: After introducing

the reanalysis datasets and the cyclone detection and

tracking methods in section 2, we present the compari-

son of the reanalysis data, using one cyclone detection

and tracking method for all seasons (section 3). In sec-

tion 4 the different methods are compared, using the

ERA-40 data for the winter and the summer seasons.

Section 5 summarizes and concludes the study.

2. Data and analysis techniques

a. Reanalysis data

Two reanalysis datasets are used in this study. The

National Centers for Environmental Prediction and the

National Center for Atmospheric Research provide a

reanalysis dataset from 1948 to 2005 (Kalnay et al. 1996;

Kistler et al. 2001). The reanalysis system includes the

operational NCEP–NCAR global spectral model with a

horizontal resolution of T62 (triangular truncation of 62

waves corresponding to a regular longitude–latitude

grid of approximately 2° � 2°) and 28 vertical levels. To

assimilate observations, NCEP–NCAR uses the opti-

mum interpolation technique. The second reanalysis is

obtained from the European Centre for Median-Range

Weather Forecasts, which released its new reanalysis

dataset (ERA-40) for the years 1957–2002 (Uppala et

al. 2005). The ERA-40 dataset is generated with the

medium-range forecasting system of ECMWF in a hori-

zontal resolution of T159 (approximately 1° � 1°)

and 60 vertical levels. In contrast to NCEP–NCAR,

ECMWF uses the three-dimensional variational tech-

nique to assimilate observations in their system. For

this study, both datasets are interpolated to a regular

2.5° � 2.5° grid with a time resolution of 6 h (observa-

tion times: 0000, 0600, 1200, and 1800 UTC).

For the comparison between the schemes, we con-

centrate on a 30-yr period from 1961 to 1990. This pe-

riod was chosen because of two reasons: the World

Meteorological Organization defines climatological

means to be 30-yr averages, and this specific period is

often used as a time slice for highly resolved climate

control simulations in the climate change community

(Wild et al. 2003). All schemes detailed below are ap-

plied to geopotential height data at the constant pres-

sure surface of 1000 hPa, denoted as z1000.

b. Cyclone detection and Lagrangian tracking

methods

In the following we present a synopsis of three dif-

ferent schemes including their principle assumptions.

More details of the methods, which are based on sub-

stantially different concepts, can be found in the corre-

sponding literature.

1) UNIVERSITY OF HAMBURG APPROACH

In the University of Hamburg tracking scheme

(HAM; Blender et al. 1997), lows are identified as

minima of the z1000 field within a neighborhood of 8

grid points. To neglect very weak minima, a mean gra-

dient of at least 20 gpm (1000 km)�1 in a radius of 1000

km is required. The gradient is also used as a cyclone
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intensity measure. It is superior to the central pressure

of a cyclone as a measure of cyclone intensity, because

the central pressure changes with the regional (latitu-

dinal) climate mean. Moreover, mountain regions with

an altitude higher than 1000 m are excluded because of

extrapolation uncertainties of the z1000 field in the re-

analysis datasets. The identified minima are connected

to cyclone trajectories by a next-neighbor search in the

preceding z1000 field within a distance of 1000 km in 24

h. Furthermore, the method requires that a minimum

gradient of 30 gpm (1000 km)�1 is exceeded at least

once during the life cycle of the considered cyclone.

Note that the thresholds for the z1000 gradient are low

enough to detect cyclones in the initial stage and during

weaker decay phases of their life cycle.

2) ETH APPROACH

The procedure of the Swiss Federal Institute of Tech-

nology [Eidgenössische Technische Hochschule

(ETH)] Zurich, (Wernli and Schwierz 2006) is twofold

and consists of an identification scheme that yields cy-

clone frequency fields and a separate tracking algo-

rithm. The detection procedure is undertaken in two

steps. (i) As with the HAM approach, cyclone centers

are determined as local minima in the z1000 field. (ii)

The outermost closed contour of the base field (here

z1000) is determined for each cyclone center; that is, no

other minimum can be located within this contour. The

enclosed area is considered as the cyclone field. A sen-

sitive parameter for this methodology is the interval at

which the search for the outermost closed contour is

undertaken. In this study, it is set to 15 gpm. Cyclone

centers, encircled by at least one closed contour, are

used for the tracking scheme. This means that weaker

minima are excluded from the tracking part of the

method. The tracking differs from the HAM approach

in that for every cyclone center at time tn a first guess is

calculated for its position at the next time step tn�1. A

cyclone center located at xP at the time tn�1 is regarded

as a possible candidate to continue the cyclone track

xQ(t1), . . . , xQ(tn) if the distance between xP(tn�1) and

the first guess location of xQ at time tn�1, x*Q(tn�1), is

less than a certain threshold distance D � 1000 km.

Then the cyclone center at tn�1 is taken as the next

track position. If there is more than one candidate the

one closest to the first guess position is chosen. The

ETH method has the advantage that it determines cy-

clone frequency fields from the base field (here z1000)

directly without invoking all the difficulties inherent in

tracking procedures. Such cyclone frequency fields are,

however, not considered in this study. A more detailed

discussion and the climatological distributions of cy-

clones, based on sea level pressure data, are presented

in Wernli and Schwierz (2006). They also discuss the

sensitivity of the identification of the outermost closed

contour to different search intervals. For the intercom-

parison study presented here, only the tracked cyclone

centers have been used. Note that they are subject to

the subjectively chosen tracking parameter D and the

first guess calculation.

3) AUSTRALIAN APPROACH

The Australian (AUS) scheme (Murray and Sim-

monds 1991a) first models the z1000 field with a bicubic

spline to help locate minima between grid points. How-

ever on output from the scheme, cyclones are assigned

to the nearest grid point of the original grid, to be com-

parable with the other schemes. To identify shallow

minima in the presence of deeper ones, each grid point

in the array is scanned to find the maximum in the

z1000 Laplacian, �2z1000, from the four surrounding

points. These maxima are then used as a starting point

for an iterative procedure that locates the pressure

minimum. The interpolated (bicubic spline) first and

second derivatives of the field are used to define an

ellipsoid whose center is the next point in the search to

find the local minima. The minima detection usually

converges to the field minima within three to four it-

erations. One of the advantages of this approach to

finding cyclone centers is that it can find centers that

are between grid points and also find centers that do

not have closed contours. Murray and Simmonds

(1991a) refer to these minima as “open depressions.”

They usually occur along trough axes near points of

inflexion on the z1000 field. Since neither of the other

minima detection methods can find comparable sys-

tems this feature of the AUS method was not used here.

A key parameter in the minima detection part of this

scheme is the concavity criterion, which specifies the

minimum average Laplacian of a system at a radius of

3° latitude (at the equator 1° latitude �116 km) to be

equal to 2.22 gpm (° latitude)�2. The tracking of lows

uses a method of assigning probabilities to each plau-

sible minimum center at the next time step based on a

comparison with the extrapolated trajectory of the cur-

rent cyclone. The extrapolation method uses a

weighted combination of the cyclone’s current trajec-

tory and the climatologically preferred movement of

the cyclone as well as an estimate of the cyclone’s cen-

tral geopotential height, based on the cyclone’s previ-

ous geopotential height tendency. Since the time reso-

lution of the data is high these weighting factors were

set close to unity, implying that both the persistence in

movement and central tendency is high. The cyclone

tracking procedure is repeated three times for each

time step to help identify the most likely track. In the
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first iteration the zonally averaged zonal and meridio-

nal cyclone velocity components (based on cyclones

tracked using NCEP–NCAR 2.5° � 2.5°, 6-hourly re-

analyses) are used in the extrapolated trajectory calcu-

lation. On subsequent iterations of the tracking proce-

dure, the zonal and meridional cyclone velocities at

each grid point based on the previous track calculations

are used. In this way the tracking procedure converges

to a stable solution of the cyclone tracks. The AUS

method has many user parameters in its cyclone loca-

tion and tracking procedure. The details of the most

important parameters are described in Murray and

Simmonds (1991a,b) and Simmonds et al. (1999). The

parameters are set according to the advice contained

within these papers and the author’s visualization tech-

niques and comparison with manual analyses.

c. Comparison methods

The comparison of different reanalyses and cyclone

detection and tracking schemes focuses on cyclones

having a minimum lifetime of 72 h. This threshold gen-

erally ensures that, on average, rather strong cyclones

are selected. Moreover, cyclone tracks which pass areas

of orography higher than 1000 m are excluded. Two

comparison methods are used. The first compares the

mean behavior by calculating the cyclone center den-

sity, which is the number of cyclones normalized by the

total observation time and an area of 10002 km2. For

example, a value of 10 (1000 km)�2 at one grid point is

equivalent to saying that cyclone centers occupy an

area of 10002 km2 around that grid point for 10% of the

total observation times. Note that this calculation was

performed on each scheme in the same manner; other

measures of cyclone system density defined in Murray

and Simmonds (1991a), Blender et al. (1997), and

Wernli and Schwierz (2006) were not used to ensure

consistency in this statistic. The second method, de-

signed to show the interannual variability of cyclone

characteristics, simply counts the seasonal total number

of cyclones.

To compare individual cyclone tracks we use the

method of Blender and Schubert (2000), a method that

analyzes the common cyclone tracks in two different

datasets to obtain a quantitative measure of the agree-

ment. The method works as follows: First, each cyclone

track in the dataset denoted A is compared with each

cyclone track in dataset B to find the nearest cyclone

track. Here a spatiotemporal distance is used, which

includes differences in locations and differences in the

observation times of cyclones (see appendix). Hence,

the observation times (including their total lifetime) as

well as the spatial positions may be different. After this

identification, the same analysis is performed for the set

B to find the nearest cyclone tracks in A for each track

in B. Finally, the two nearest-neighbor tables are com-

pared to extract those pairs of tracks in A and B that

are nearest neighbors of each other (in terms of space

and time; see appendix for more explanation). These

best-matched cyclone tracks are assumed to be the

same real cyclone. The number of these matched tracks

is the measure of the agreement of both sets. The ab-

solute spatiotemporal distance of such pairs of tracks is

not relevant since previous analyses show that one-to-

one pairs identified in this way have small distances,

otherwise the nearest-neighbor relationship would have

been found by chance. Note that the method uses indi-

vidual cyclone tracks and is thus more detailed than a

comparison of cyclone statistics derived from Eulerian

fields, such as cyclone densities. An important property

of the method is that it is not restricted to equal spatial

grids and time steps. However, this is not an issue since

in this study all schemes define their track on the same

data. Furthermore, it uses no threshold parameters,

such as a maximum distance between tracks. In addi-

tion to the summary statistics, we also present a case

study, which illustrates the differences between track-

ing algorithms.

3. Comparison of the reanalysis data

Extratropical cyclone characteristics of the ERA-40

and the NCEP–NCAR reanalysis datasets are com-

pared over the Northern Hemisphere north of 20°N

using the HAM cyclone detection and tracking scheme.

We focus our results on the midlatitude band 30°–75°N

and two specific regions in the Atlantic (high-latitude

North Atlantic 55°–70°N; 45°W–15°E and the midlati-

tude North Atlantic 45°–55°N; 75°–10°W) similar to

Wang et al. (2006).

The cyclone variability is characterized by the time

series of the number of cyclones, reaching a lifetime of

at least 72 h (Fig. 1). The number of cyclones is ana-

lyzed separately for each ocean basin—the Atlantic

(30°–75°N, 100°W–60°E) and the Pacific (30°–75°N,

90°E–110°W). For both basins and for all seasons, a

greater number of cyclones are found in ERA-40 than

in the NCEP–NCAR reanalysis. The strongest differ-

ence appears in summer, resembling findings of Wang

et al. (2006) and Trigo (2006). These differences can be

explained by the different horizontal resolution of the

models, which are used to generate the reanalysis

datasets. Note that the NCEP–NCAR model uses T62,

whereas the ECMWF system is integrated with T159.

Even if the high-resolution data is interpolated to the

same grid (here a regular 2.5° � 2.5° grid) the simulated

lows could achieve deeper values than at lower resolu-
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tion. Therefore, the z1000 gradients are stronger in

simulations with a high horizontal resolution (Blender

and Schubert 2000). In some years, however, more cy-

clones are found in the NCEP–NCAR reanalysis, sug-

gesting that the number of cyclones might be a sensitive

and unstable measure for cyclone variability. Still, the

number of cyclones in each dataset shows correlation

coefficients between 0.61 and 0.8, which are statistically

significant (5% level) in all seasons and in both basins.

The mean cyclone center density as defined above

for cyclone tracks lasting at least 72 h is illustrated in

terms of ERA-40 data as well as the difference between

the NCEP–NCAR reanalysis and ERA-40 (Fig. 2).

Clearly, the strongest discrepancies occur near high

orography in all seasons, in particular around Green-

land. These differences are caused by differences in the

reanalysis model orography and confirm findings of

Hodges et al. (2003), who used a shorter analysis pe-

riod. The difference in Hudson Bay is mainly caused by

differences in the land–sea mask, whereas the devia-

tions at the southern tip of Greenland and nearby Ice-

land are probably caused by lee effects of the Green-

land massif. In general, we see that cyclone center den-

sity is higher in ERA-40 than in the NCEP–NCAR

reanalysis. In summer more cyclones are found over the

Gulf of California in ERA-40. Again this can be traced

back to resolution and land–sea mask issues. Another

difference is the underestimation of heat lows in north-

ern Africa by the NCEP–NCAR reanalysis.

Note that the interpolation technique used for the

ERA-40 data has little influence on the results. To test

this, results of the standard interpolation technique are

compared with results obtained from ERA-40 data,

which are first spectrally truncated to T62 and then

interpolated to the regular 2.5° � 2.5° grid. Differences

in cyclone center density between both interpolation

techniques are small (not shown).

One way to analyze the seasonality of cyclone tracks

is the difference in total cyclone center density between

one season and a reference season (Fig. 3, only shown

for ERA-40). In this study the winter season (Decem-

ber–February) is chosen as the reference. The strongest

seasonal difference is found between winter and sum-

mer (Fig. 3b). The pattern in the Pacific shows an east–

west dipole with increased cyclone center density south

of the Aleutian Islands and a decrease near Japan in

winter (compared with summer). There are positive dif-

ferences in the lee of Kamchatka and the Alaskan Sea,

which are two important cyclone genesis regions in win-

ter in the Pacific. In the Atlantic region, a southward

shift of cyclone center density is mainly found over Eu-

rope, leading to a distinct increase of cyclones in the

Mediterranean in winter. The transition seasons show

similar but weaker patterns in both regions (Figs. 3a,c).

Note that, although there is a difference between the

total cyclone center density between the reanalyses

(Fig. 2), the seasonality patterns have similar ampli-

tudes and structures for both reanalysis datasets.

Another important characteristic of cyclones is their

intensity. There are various definitions of cyclone in-

tensity (Simmonds and Keay 2000; Leckebusch and Ul-

brich 2004; Trigo 2006); we use the geopotential height

gradient of cyclones in a radius of 1000 km which is

geostrophically adjusted to 60°N (Raible 2007). The

FIG. 1. Number of cyclones with a lifetime of at least 72 h in (a), (b) DJF and (c), (d) JJA for the (a), (c) Atlantic

(30°–75°N, 100°W–60°E) and the (b), (d) Pacific (30°–75°N, 90°E–110°W) using the HAM approach. Solid lines are

the ERA-40; dashed lines are the NCEP–NCAR reanalysis.
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geostrophically adjusted geopotential height zgeostr(lon,

lat) is obtained as follows:

zgeostr�lon, lat� � z�lon, lat�
sin�� latref �180�

sin�� lat�180�
, �1�

with z(lon, lat) the geopotential height, lon and lat the

longitude and latitude, and latref � 60°N the reference

latitude. Thus, this intensity measure represents the

geostrophic wind rather than the pure geopotential

height gradient. The mean frequency distribution of the

strength of the cyclones (reaching a lifetime of at least

72 h) in a season is estimated from these gradients.

Again, the analysis is applied separately to the ocean

basins and seasons (Fig. 4). Both datasets exhibit a posi-

tively skewed distribution, but geopotential height gra-

dients are stronger in the ERA-40 than in NCEP–

NCAR reanalyses. This resembles findings by Wang et

al. (2006) who used a different intensity measure in

slightly smaller regions of both basins. This heavy tail in

ERA-40 can be traced back to the different horizontal

resolution and the different assimilation techniques of

the two datasets, as, for example, optimal interpolation

tends to smooth the geopotential height fields leading

to less pronounced minima. The cyclone intensity also

FIG. 2. Total cyclone center density {which exceed a lifetime of at least 72 h [No. (1000 km)�2]} for the period

1961–90, using the HAM approach: (a), (b) DJF and (c), (d) JJA. (a), (c) The mean cyclone center density of

ERA-40, and (b), (d) the difference between ERA-40 and the NCEP–NCAR reanalysis. Thick contours indicate

the 5% significance level.
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shows a seasonal behavior. Clearly, the summer cy-

clones (Figs. 4c,d) are weaker than the winter cyclones

(Figs. 4a,b). Comparing the basins we find that, on av-

erage, the cyclone intensity is higher in the Pacific than

in the Atlantic. Note that the absolute values of the

extreme cyclone intensity depend to a very large degree

on the model resolution, which is used to generate the

reanalysis dataset. To illustrate the temporal behavior

of the extreme cyclone intensity, the 90th percentile of

the distribution is calculated separately in each season

of a year and for both datasets (not shown). The inter-

annual and decadal variations of the extreme cyclone

intensity agree in both datasets, as shown by high cor-

relation coefficients between the ERA-40 and the

NCEP–NCAR data. The correlation coefficients vary

between 0.89 and 0.94 for both basins and all seasons

with no particular seasonality.

The signs of the linear ordinary least squares trends

in extreme cyclone intensity (90th percentile), as well as

in the number of cyclones and the cyclone activity,

which is the product of extreme intensity and number

(Raible and Blender 2004; Wang et al. 2006), are pre-

sented in Table 1 for the entire period 1957–2002. In

some seasons we see significant (10% and 5% level)

positive trends of the number of cyclones in both

datasets. The deviations between the two reanalyses

datasets are remarkable; for example, in spring we

identify a significant positive trend for the Atlantic in

the NCEP–NCAR reanalysis that is not significant in

ERA-40. For the cyclone intensity, significant positive

trends are found in all seasons for the Pacific in both

datasets resembling findings of Simmonds and Keay

(2000). However, significant negative trends of cyclone

intensity are found in summer for ERA-40 and in

spring for the NCEP–NCAR reanalysis in the Atlantic,

in contrast to results presented by Gulev et al. (2001).

Differences in trend significance as well as the sign of

the trends have consequences for the trends in cyclone

activity. For example, there are positive trends in cy-

clone activity, which primarily relies on a trend in the

number of cyclones in the high-latitude North Atlantic

during March–May (MAM; NCEP–NCAR). Other ex-

amples show a neutral trend in cyclone activity, which

seems to be the result of a significant positive trend in

number of cyclones cancelling a negative trend in in-

tensity, for example, Atlantic in June–August (JJA;

ERA-40 and NCEP–NCAR), or vice versa for the Pa-

cific in December–February (DJF; ERA-40 and

NCEP–NCAR). Comparing these trends with Wang et

al. (2006), we find a reasonable agreement with the

cyclone activity and the number of cyclones in the Pa-

cific and the two subregions in the North Atlantic.

Moreover, trends of opposite signs are observed be-

FIG. 3. Difference in total density of cyclone centers {which

exceed a lifetime of at least 72 h [No. (1000 km)�2]} between the

winter (DJF) and all other seasons for ERA-40 and the period

1961–90, using the HAM approach: (a) DJF � MAM, (b) DJF �

JJA, and (c) DJF � September–November (SON). Thick con-

tours indicate the 5% significance level.
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tween the high and midlatitudes of the North Atlantic

in nearly all measures and seasons, which also agree

with the findings of Wang et al. (2006). Small discrep-

ancies between our findings and Wang et al. (2006) are

only found for insignificant trends in a few seasons, for

example, for the Pacific in winter. But note that a one-

to-one correspondence could not be expected as Wang

et al. (2006) use a slightly different region (for the Pa-

cific), a different intensity measure, a different defini-

tion of the seasons, and a different detection and track-

ing tool.

The comparison of individual cyclone tracks of the

ERA-40 and the NCEP–NCAR datasets, following the

method of Blender and Schubert (2000), is performed

separately for all seasons. Table 2 presents the total

numbers of cyclones in ERA-40 and the NCEP–NCAR

reanalysis, together with the numbers of matching cy-

clone tracks. The results reveal that the two reanalyses

differ considerably. As mentioned previously, it is clear

that the higher resolution of ERA-40 simulates more

cyclones. However, a higher proportion of cyclone

tracks have been matched with the lower-resolution

NCEP–NCAR dataset. The number of cyclones in the

NCEP–NCAR reanalysis is lower than those in ERA-

40 (about 10%–20%). Therefore, a ratio is obtained as

the number of corresponding cyclone tracks divided by

the number of NCEP–NCAR cyclones. The correspon-

dence of the tracks varies between 68% in winter to

77% in summer. Note that the threshold parameters for

detecting the pressure minima and extracting cyclones

tracks are identical throughout the year.

4. Comparison of the cyclone detection and

tracking methods

In the following section we investigate the sensitivity

of three different cyclone detection and tracking

schemes, using the ERA-40 dataset. As the strongest

differences are observed between winter and summer

cyclone center density, we concentrate on these sea-

sons. First, similarities and differences of the schemes

are discussed by means of a case study. In a second step

the focus is on investigating consequences of the indi-

vidual differences between the schemes in consistency

FIG. 4. Seasonal mean distribution of the geopotential height gradient of cyclones with a

minimum lifetime of 72 h in (a), (b) DJF and (c), (d) JJA for the (a), (c) Atlantic (30°–75°N,

100°W–60°E) and the (b), (d) Pacific (30°–75°N, 90°E–110°W) for the period 1961–90, using

the HAM approach. Solid lines are the ERA-40; dashed lines are the NCEP–NCAR reanaly-

sis; the bin width is 10 hPa (1000 km)�1.
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measures and in the mean cyclone characteristics, for

example, the total number of cyclones and distributions

of track occurrences.

For the case study, all cyclone tracks that contain

1800 UTC 24 December 1980 in their trajectory are

chosen. Figure 5 shows the trajectories estimated by the

different methods, in which the trajectories identified

with the HAM (ETH) method are intentionally dis-

placed northward (southward) by 1°, so that overlap-

ping trajectories are visible. Cyclones with a lifetime

shorter than 72 h are included if at least one scheme

identifies the same cyclone with a lifetime greater than

72 h (dashed lines). The AUS and HAM schemes iden-

tify more cyclone tracks (lasting at least 72 h) for the

selected period than the ETH scheme. To compare

these trajectories, the z1000 fields are shown for the

period 21–26 December 1988 every 24 h at 1800 UTC

(Fig. 6). The trajectories identified with the AUS and

HAM scheme correspond to each other well, but in

some cases either scheme finds a longer trajectory than

the other one. The cyclone traveling south of Iceland

and the one in the central Pacific are identified in all

methods. However, the ETH scheme finds fewer and

shorter tracks, which is illustrated by the two cyclone

tracks with a lifetime shorter than 72 h (in eastern

Canada and in the eastern Pacific). This is mainly due

to the restrictive criterion (ETH scheme) for the iden-

TABLE 2. Seasonal numbers of cyclones north to 20°N in ERA-

40, the NCEP–NCAR reanalysis, the corresponding pairs, and the

ratio N-pairs/N-NCEP–NCAR for cyclones with a minimum life-

time of 72 h using the HAM approach for the period 1961–90.

ERA-40 NCEP–NCAR Pairs Ratio

DJF 3035 2760 1873 68%

MAM 3642 3257 2444 75%

JJA 3554 2747 2101 77%

SON 3428 3068 2295 75%

TABLE 1. Signs of the trends in the number of cyclones, the extreme cyclone intensity, and the cyclone activity defined as the product

of number and extreme intensity for the period 1958–2001 and different regions: Atlantic (30°–75°N, 100°W–60°E), Pacific (30°–75°N,

90°E–110°W), high-latitude Atlantic (HL-Atl; 55°–70°N, 45°W–15°E), and midlatitude Atlantic (ML-Atl; 45°–55°N, 75°–10°W). Note

that significant trends at the 10% level are denoted in boldface. At the 5% level the signs are encircled.

Reanalysis Region Season Number Intensity Activity

ERA-40 Atlantic DJF � � �

MAM � � �

JJA � � �

SON � � �

Pacific DJF � � �

MAM � � �

JJA � � �

SON � � �

HL-Atl DJF � � �

MAM � � �

JJA � � �

SON � � �

ML-Atl DJF � � �

MAM � � �

JJA � � �

SON � � �

NCEP–NCAR Atlantic DJF � � �

MAM � � �

JJA � � �

SON � � �

Pacific DJF � � �

MAM � � �

JJA � � �

SON � � �

HL-Atl DJF � � �

MAM � � �

JJA � � �

SON � � �

ML-Atl DJF � � �

MAM � � �

JJA � � �

SON � � �
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tification of z1000 minima. There is also the case of the

cyclone traveling along the Siberian coast which is only

found with the ETH scheme. The AUS scheme splits

this cyclone track into two tracks with a lifetime shorter

than 72 h, and the HAM scheme identifies this cyclone

as a short-living low-pressure system. In the Mediter-

ranean, the cyclone found by HAM and AUS is not

found by the ETH method because of the interval pa-

rameter in ETH, at which the search for the outermost

closed contour is undertaken.

A statistical comparison is summarized in Table 3,

based on the application of the individual track com-

parison technique (section 2c). The AUS and HAM

methods show the best agreement. Up to 80% (78%) of

the summer (winter) cyclone tracks of the AUS method

are also identified with HAM. The agreement with

ETH is weaker with only 68% comparing the ETH with

the AUS method. This could be interpreted as a further

hint that both methods (AUS and HAM) include a

considerable amount of heat lows, weak lows, and pos-

sibly also some artificial lows. Nevertheless the agree-

ment between the different methods is in the range of

the agreement between the two reanalysis datasets, us-

ing the HAM scheme.

One obvious discrepancy between the methods is

found in the total number of cyclones. The HAM

scheme identifies slightly more cyclones than the AUS

scheme, but significantly more than the ETH method in

both seasons (Table 4). A reason for these differences

is that the parameter setting in the ETH scheme is more

rigorous (closed contour condition), which can lead to

shorter trajectories as illustrated by the case study (Fig.

5). On the contrary, the AUS and HAM schemes might

include a considerable number of very weak lows.

The variability of cyclones does not seem to be af-

fected by the methods. Figure 7 shows the interannual

variability of the number of cyclones for the Atlantic

and the Pacific in winter and summer separately. We

found that the correlation between the time series ob-

tained by the different schemes shows significant coef-

FIG. 5. Case study for all cyclone tracks that include 1800 UTC 24 Dec 1980 in their

trajectory: HAM (red; 1° displaced to the north), AUS (blue), and ETH (green; 1° displaced

to the south). Dotted lines denote cyclones with a lifetime shorter than 72 h, solid lines with

a lifetime greater than 72 h.
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FIG. 6. 1000-hPa geopotential height fields for the period 1800 UTC 21–26 Dec 1980 (every 24 h).
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ficients, varying from 0.62 to 0.76 in winter and 0.69 to

0.77 in summer. These correlation coefficients are in

the range of the ones estimated between the two re-

analysis datasets, using the HAM scheme. Trends in the

number of cyclones in the period 1961–90 are, however,

rather different between the schemes. They agree for

the ETH and the HAM scheme showing a significant

negative trend from 1961 to 1990 in the Atlantic in

winter. Another agreement between all schemes is that

trends of opposite signs are observed between the high

and midlatitudes of the North Atlantic, similar to find-

ings in section 3 and Wang et al. (2006). However, in

summer and in winter even the signs of the trends dis-

agree for the Pacific. This is important as it shows that

estimates of trends are dependent on the cyclone track-

ing and detection scheme. Moreover, differences in

trends of the number of cyclones are able to contami-

nate the cyclone activity used in other studies, such as

Raible and Blender (2004) or Wang et al. (2006). Note

that the cyclone intensity is not investigated as this is

not available for all schemes and the definitions deviate

from scheme to scheme.

To gain more insight into the similarities and discrep-

ancies between the different methods, the cyclone cen-

ter density is analyzed. Comparing the HAM with the

AUS tracking scheme in winter, the cyclone center den-

sity exhibits weak but highly structured differences

(Fig. 8a). The HAM method slightly underestimates the

main cyclone track areas as well as the major cyclone

genesis regions in eastern Canada and at the coast of

Japan in the Pacific basin (not significant at the 5%

level). In the lysis areas near the Aleutian in the Pacific

and between Greenland and Scandinavia, the HAM

method identifies more cyclones than the AUS tracking

scheme. The HAM method detects significantly more

cyclones than AUS method in the secondary storm ac-

tivity areas (e.g., the Mediterranean and Siberia/Kam-

chatka). A comparison of the results with manually de-

tected cyclones (Brümmer et al. 2000; Schinke 1993)

shows that the HAM method is more realistic than the

FIG. 7. Number of cyclones with a lifetime of at least 72 h in (a), (b) DJF and (c), (d) JJA for the (a), (c) Atlantic

(30°–75°N, 100°W–60°E) and the (b), (d) Pacific (30°–75°N, 90°E–110°W) using all methods and the ERA-40

data.

TABLE 4. Winter and summer numbers of cyclones north to

20°N in ERA-40 with a minimum lifetime of 72 h for all schemes

for the period 1961–90.

Method HAM AUS ETH

Number (DJF) 3035 2883 2226

Number (JJA) 3554 3064 2195

TABLE 3. Winter and summer pairs of cyclones north to 20°N in

ERA-40 and the ratio for cyclones with a minimum lifetime of 72

h using all three tracking schemes for the period 1961–90. Note

that the ratio is always denoted by N-pairs/maximum possible

number of pair, which is the lower number of cyclones found in

schemes.

Season Comparison Pairs Ratio

DJF HAM AUS 2216 77%

HAM ETH 1567 70%

AUS ETH 1500 67%

JJA HAM AUS 2452 80%

HAM ETH 1716 78%

AUS ETH 1630 74%
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FIG. 8. Difference between all tracking schemes (HAM, AUS, and ETH) in total cyclone center density

{which exceed a lifetime of at least 72 h [No. (1000 km)�2]} for the period 1961–90: (a), (c), (e) DJF and

(b), (d), (f) JJA. Thick contours indicate the 5% significance level.
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AUS approach in these areas. In summer the HAM

method identifies more cyclones over the genesis re-

gion in the Pacific (nearby Japan) and over the Gulf of

California (Fig. 8b). Again, the HAM method finds

more cyclones in the secondary storm activity areas

than the AUS approach. To explain these deviations in

the secondary storm activity areas, note that the stan-

dard parameters used for the AUS scheme are set to

optimally identify large-scale midlatitude cyclones. For

instance, if either the concavity criteria [2.22 gpm

(° latitude)�2] or the radius at which this criteria was

evaluated (3° latitude) was reduced, the AUS scheme

would identify more small-scale cyclones typically

found in the secondary storm tracks. The HAM method

also identifies more cyclones over central Siberia than

AUS, which is a hint that the HAM method tends to

include weak heat lows over continental areas. Tests

show that this could be avoided, if the threshold of the

geopotential height gradient, which a cyclone should

exceed once in its lifetime, is increased in the HAM

method. But note that this setting will also decrease

weak cyclones elsewhere, for example, in areas of in-

terest like the Mediterranean. In summary, the com-

parison of the two schemes shows small differences

with some pronounced regional patterns, but applying

specific parameter settings of the methods could over-

come some deviations, for example, the underestima-

tion of the secondary storm activity areas of the AUS

scheme, as suggested by Pinto et al. (2005). They found

that avoiding the smoothing of the Laplacian field in

the AUS scheme leads to a more realistic representa-

tion of smaller-scale cyclones in the secondary storm

track areas. More details of the specific parameter set-

ting are found in their publication.

Comparing the HAM with the ETH method shows

that HAM identifies overall more cyclones in winter

and summer, but not uniformly (Figs. 8c,d). In winter,

both methods nearly agree over the eastern part of the

North Atlantic and central to northern Europe, but

they deviate strongly over the Mediterranean, the west-

ern part of the North Atlantic, and the entire Pacific,

where HAM identifies more cyclones than ETH (Fig.

8c). In summer this difference increases, showing again

that HAM includes many heat lows over, for example,

Siberia (Fig. 8d). The deviations in the genesis regions

in both seasons are again a hint that the closed contour

condition of the ETH scheme is rather strict to identify

cyclones in the early open wave phase of their life cycle.

Comparing the AUS with the ETH scheme we find

that in both seasons the difference patterns are similar

to the HAM versus ETH comparison, exhibiting an

increased midlatitude cyclone track center density for

the AUS method (Figs. 8e,f). But there are also some

remarkable discrepancies. In winter the lysis region

north of Iceland of the North Atlantic storm tracks is

slightly less pronounced (insignificant) using the AUS

method (Fig. 8e). The Mediterranean cyclone center

density is significantly underestimated by the AUS

compared to the ETH scheme. In summer the AUS

scheme finds significantly more cyclones than the ETH

scheme near the genesis regions in the Pacific and the

Atlantic (Fig. 8f). This is again a hint that the ETH

scheme tends to underestimate cyclones in their early

state of the life cycle.

In the light of the changes due to different reanalysis

datasets (section 3 and Fig. 2), the cyclone center den-

sity shows stronger deviations between the schemes.

This is particularly evident in the genesis regions of the

storm tracks and in the secondary storm track areas.

The deviations are stronger in summer than in winter,

which is similar to the results for different reanalysis

datasets, suggesting that some schemes, in particular

the HAM scheme, react differently to the generally

weaker lows in summer and therefore might need a

tuning of the sensitive parameters, for example, to ex-

clude heat lows more rigorously.

5. Concluding remarks

The aim of the study was twofold: to compare cy-

clone characteristics in the two reanalysis datasets of

ERA-40 and NCEP–NCAR and to present similarities

and discrepancies, when applying different commonly

used cyclone detection and tracking schemes to ERA-

40. The focus is on strong and long-living cyclones,

which is particularly relevant for likely third party users

of this study, like the insurance industry.

The comparison of the two reanalyses yields both

differences in the number of cyclones and the cyclone

intensity. Systematically more cyclones are found in

ERA-40. They are also deeper, mainly because of the

fact that ERA-40 is obtained from a higher-resolution

model than the NCEP–NCAR reanalysis (Hodges et al.

2003; Wang et al. 2006; Trigo 2006). The interannual

variability of the number of cyclones and the extreme

cyclone intensity is significantly correlated between the

datasets; however, the correlations are higher for the

extreme cyclone intensity, suggesting that the number

of cyclones might not be as robust as the extreme cy-

clone intensity to describe the interannual variability of

a season. Concerning trends, it is notable that all avail-

able cyclone characteristics, like cyclone number, ex-

treme intensity, and activity, should be analyzed sepa-

rately to gain more insight. Cyclone activity might lead

to misinterpretations, as significant but counterintuitive

trends of cyclone number and extreme intensity could
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cancel each other in the cyclone activity measure. This

is important for the insurance industry because high

losses occur mainly during extremely intense storms.

As loss and intensity are related in a nonlinear way, the

insurance industry is interested in both the intensity

and frequency of such events. Moreover, there are de-

viations between ERA-40 and the NCEP–NCAR re-

analysis; for example, the NCEP–NCAR reanalysis

data tend to show more significant trends than ERA-

40. In some seasons trends of opposite signs are found,

when comparing ERA-40 with the NCEP–NCAR re-

analysis. The cyclone climatology, illustrated by the cy-

clone center density, shows rather weak systematic

changes between the reanalysis datasets resembling

earlier findings by Hodges et al. (2003), for example,

the land–sea mask impact over the Hudson Bay and the

dynamic impact of the orography in the lee of Green-

land. However, the seasonality is almost identical in

both datasets. The individual track comparison analysis

shows a rather good agreement between the two

datasets with no systematic differences between the

seasons. Note that the results of this comparison also

apply to the entire joint period of the reanalysis

datasets from 1957–2002; however, for brevity these re-

sults were not included.

Similar climatologies of midlatitude cyclones are pro-

duced by three different cyclone detecting and tracking

schemes. The interannual variability of the number of

cyclones is well represented in all tracking methods

with correlation coefficients of up to 0.76, which is of

the same order as the correlations between the two

reanalysis datasets. However, trends in the number of

cyclones deviate from scheme to scheme, suggesting

that trend estimates have to be treated with caution.

Systematic discrepancies in the cyclone center density

between the schemes can be explained by parameter

settings, as illustrated by a case study. Other problems

of the schemes are the inclusion of artificial cyclone

tracks or very weak heat lows and the difficulties of

determining the correct track from the fields of cyclone

centers. Moreover, some cyclone tracks are not de-

tected by one or more schemes. Although specifics of

methodology choices have some impact on the results,

structural differences are rather small. Thus, all meth-

ods are suitable for model applications, for example, in

CO2 scenario simulations (Schubert et al. 1998; Leck-

ebusch and Ulbrich 2004) or sensitivity studies concern-

ing the ocean’s impact on cyclones (Zolina and Gulev

2003; Raible and Blender 2004) as well as studies in-

vestigating the cyclones’ relation to long-term decadal

variability (Raible et al. 2004; Luksch et al. 2005). The

current study provides a systematic comparison be-

tween three state-of-the-art cyclone detection and

tracking methods, illustrating the basic characteristics

of each scheme as well as their strengths and weak-

nesses. These deviations are discussed in the context of

uncertainty spanned by two different reanalysis

datasets using one method. A potential user of such

cyclone detection and tracking methods should always

proceed with caution, as the interpretation of cyclone

tracks may depend on the scheme or the specific pa-

rameter setting chosen by the user. This is in particular

essential in the trend analysis, as suggested by this

study. Therefore, in future trend investigations, we sug-

gest either to use more than one detection and tracking

method or to conduct Monte Carlo methods on the

most sensitive parameters of such detection and track-

ing methods. Moreover, more than one dataset or mul-

timodel output should also be considered to obtain ro-

bust results in trends.
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APPENDIX

Distance of Two Cyclone Trajectories

The spatiotemporal distance is introduced as a mea-

sure for the deviation of cyclone trajectories in two

independent datasets (Blender and Schubert 2000).

This measure is applicable in situations with different

grids and different observation times. A trajectory is

given by the positions and times {x1(a1), y1(a1), t1(a1)}

with the age of cyclone a1 � 0, . . . , A1, and the total

lifetime A1. The second trajectory is {x2(a2), y2(a2),

t2(a2)}, and a2 � 0, . . . , A2 with the lifetime A2. Below

continuous values for the trajectories are used for the

calculation; the extension of the analysis to discrete

time steps is straightforward. The spatiotemporal dis-

tance D12 between two trajectories is defined as

D12
2 �

1

A1A2
��12

2 �
1

2
��1

2 � �2
2��, �A1�
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with the variance spanned by the two trajectories giv-

en by

�12
2 �

1

A1A2
�

0

A1

da1�
0

A2

da2 	�
[x1�a1� � x2�a2��2

� �y1�a1� � y2�a2��2 � ��t1�a1� � t2�a2��2�.

In Eq. (A1) the variances �2
1 and �2

2 of the individual

trajectories are subtracted. The factors � and � deter-

mine the weights of spatial and temporal distances.

Based on a synoptic speed U � 10 m s�1, � is deter-

mined by � � U2�, with � � 1. Further details are

found in Blender and Schubert (2000).
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